Kat Blaque is a transgender African American feminist vlogger, YouTube personality, activist and illustrator. Blaque first started making YouTube videos in college documenting her experiences about school, love, life, and gender identity. In 2010, she began to vlog more publicly about her life and made a concentrated effort to produce a channel with educational content about feminism, gender identity, race, and other social justice issues. She has a weekly YouTube series called True Tea where she answers questions that viewers send her about racism, transphobia, black culture and several other topics.

Tabias Olajuawon Wilson seeks to provide a platform for the lived experiences and promising futures of marginalized peoples. His work seeks to map the margins of our interconnected existences--across space, time and language--while also providing an analysis of the systems, ideologies and challenges of surviving while "other." Special attention is paid to race, sexuality, gender, masculine anxiety and criminalization.